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A Study of Pitkin County Radio Communications Sites
1.0 Executive Summary
Pitkin County operates eleven radio communications sites for its FM and TV translators
and to support public safety communications for Aspen, Pitkin County, Eagle County,
Basalt Fire, and other local agencies. The County retained Pericle Communications
Company (“Pericle”) to conduct a study of these sites to assess their shortcomings and
recommend corrections and improvements over the next 20 years. The project included
the following main tasks:
•

Site Assessment. Provide a detailed analysis of each site and the translator systems,
including structural integrity of each tower, electrical plant, HVAC, life safety, and
security systems.

•

RF Safety Compliance. Assess each site’s compliance with exposure to radio
frequency energy in accordance with FCC guidelines.

•

Radio Frequency Interference. Conduct a radio frequency interference study of
each site and make recommendations to correct existing problems and prevent
future interference.

•

Recommendations for Improvements. Make recommendations for the repair,
upgrade, expansion, or replacement of facilities, equipment or systems.

•

Public Process. Engage in a public process to determine potential expansion and
revenue generating capability, including potential consumers and market viability.

A site survey was conducted at each of the eleven sites during the week of June 26-30,
2006. The following personnel participated in the site survey: Renee Nofziger (Pitkin
County), Alan Greager (PATTS), Jay Jacobsmeyer (Pericle), Dan Mieszala (Pericle),
and Steve Langfield (Langfield Construction).
Ms. Nofziger is the Translator
Administrator for Pitkin County. Mr. Greager is the contractor responsible for
maintaining the translator system. Mr. Jacobsmeyer and Mr. Mieszala are radio engineers
assigned to the project and Mr. Langfield is a tower climber under contract to Pericle for
the project.
The eleven sites are shown in the map of Figure 1 with site coordinates and elevations
listed in Table 1. Each site was thoroughly inspected and inventoried during the survey in
accordance with the contract statement of work. Where feasible, Mr. Langfield climbed
each tower and inventoried each antenna and transmission line. Some towers were not safe
to climb and in this case, a visual inventory was made from the ground.
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Figure 1 - Pitkin County Translator Sites
All equipment items inside each shelter were also inventoried. Furnished drawings in
Appendix A to this report include a site layout drawing for each site, tower elevation
drawing for each tower at each site, and rack layout drawing for each equipment rack.
In addition to tower inspections, the team inspected and documented the condition of the
electrical plant, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, and grounding
systems. Mr. Jacobsmeyer or Mr. Mieszala also collected radio frequency exposure
measurements at each site to ensure compliance with Federal exposure guidelines. Ground
resistivity and resistance-to-earth measurements were also collected at each site.
Two of the eleven sites, Red Hill and Loges, are inactive at the time of this writing. Ajax
is the only site used solely for public safety communications. Most of the other sites are
shared sites with broadcast translators and public safety radio repeaters or base stations.
All sites except Red Hill have multiple towers with multiple antennas on each tower. At
some sites, one or two antennas are mounted at a remote location (e.g., one hundred feet or
more) from the main site, presumably to mitigate co-site interference.
Some sites are multiuser sites with agencies other than Pitkin County and its tenants.
Sunlight is the largest of these multiuser sites, but Ajax, Lower Red, and Upper Red are
also multiuser sites.
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Table 1 - Pitkin County Communications Sites
(Coordinates & Elevations from Digital Topographic Maps, NAD 83)
Coordinates

Elevation

Towers

Use

Ajax

Site Name

39° 09’ 10” N
106° 49’ 17” W

11,155’

2

Public Safety Communications

Crown

39° 21’ 11” N
107° 05’ 36” W

8,218’

4

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

Elephant

39° 14’ 20” N
107° 13’ 07” W

8,618’

8

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

Jack Rabbit

39° 13’ 08” N
106° 54’ 35” W

8,637’

5

FM Translator

Loges

39° 08’ 47” N
106° 52’ 14” W

11,159’

2

Inactive

Lower Red

39° 13’ 33” N
106° 50’ 10” W

9,321’

2

TV Translators

Red Hill

39° 22’ 15” N
106° 50’ 00” W

9,000

1

Inactive

Sunlight

39° 25’ 24” N
107° 22’ 31” W

10,564’

5

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

Thomasville

39° 21’ 12” N
106° 41’ 03” W

8,693’

6

FM & TV Translators

Upper Red

39° 13’ 15” N
106° 48’ 50” W

10,376’

2

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

Williams

39° 18’ 38” N
106° 56’ 55” W

8,776’

5

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

1.1 Site Shortfalls. Following are the major site shortfalls:
1.1.1 Tower Structural Integrity. Many of the towers have obvious structural
problems and are unsafe. These towers must be repaired or replaced as soon as possible.
Some notable examples are listed below:
• Crown Hill. All towers at this site are unsafe. A new, self-support
replacement tower meeting the requirements of TIA-222-G should be built on this site as
soon as possible. All antennas and transmission lines should be moved from the existing
towers to this new tower and the existing towers should be dismantled. The shelter also
requires replacement, but it does not create the same safety hazard as the towers.
• Elephant. Some towers at this site have foundations below grade, so the tower
steel is subject to corrosion from moist soil. Some guy anchors are inadequate.
• Sunlight. One of the towers was damaged in a collision with a vehicle.
Although intact, the structural integrity of this tower is now questionable.
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• Thomasville. Some towers at Thomasville show serious damage, are unsafe to
climb and are at risk of collapse. One example of tower damage is shown in Figure 2.
Some guy anchors at Thomasville are inadequate.

Figure 2 - Tower Damage at Thomasville
• Upper Red. Both towers at this site show structural problems. The Rohn 45
tower is designed to be guyed, but has no guy wires. The base of the tower is below grade
and shows severe corrosion on the outside of each leg. See Figure 3. The tower legs may
have standing water inside them with unseen corrosion.
The self-support tower at Upper Red shows damage to its foundations. One foundation leg
is not plumb and appears to have been installed that way. The foundations show cracks,
possibly from lightning surges (the ground system is poor), and spalling. See Figure 4.
Many of the anchor nuts were loose and could be removed by hand.
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Figure 3 - Upper Red Rohn 45 Tower Legs Show Corrosion

Figure 4 - Upper Red Self-Support Tower Has Foundation Problems
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1.1.2 Tower Maintenance. All towers require some maintenance. Nearly every
tower requires tightening of the guy wires. Some towers have serious corrosion problems.
Many of the towers lack weep holes in the tower legs, making the legs susceptible to
corrosion from the inside due to standing water. At some sites, especially Elephant,
vegetation should be cleared around the guy anchors.
1.1.3 Grounding. Grounding is poor at all sites except Ajax. Poor grounding leaves
the site vulnerable to lightning damage. The translator system’s frequent equipment
failures may be caused in part by susceptibility to lightning damage created by poor
grounding. Improvements in grounding will increase system reliability and reduce
maintenance costs. Specific recommendations for grounding improvements are found in
Section 7.0 of this report.
Most outside coaxial cable connectors lack adequate
1.1.4 Weatherproofing.
weatherproofing. Failure to weatherproof connectors may result in water migration into
the coaxial cable, high reflected power, poor radio performance, and possible damage to
the radio amplifier. The translator system’s frequent equipment failures may be caused in
part by poor weatherproofing of coaxial cable connectors. Improvements in
weatherproofing will increase system reliability and reduce maintenance costs.
1.1.5 HVAC. HVAC is a serious problem at all sites except possibly Ajax. All
shelters lack mechanical cooling (i.e., AC) and some don’t have ventilation of any type.
Those shelters with ventilation lack filtering to keep dust and dirt out of the electronic
equipment. Electronic equipment becomes unreliable if room temperature is not
maintained at a nearly constant, cool level. The translator system’s frequent equipment
failures can be attributed in part to poor HVAC. Improvements in HVAC will increase
system reliability and reduce maintenance costs.
1.1.6 Electrical Plant. In most cases, prime power and backup power are sufficient to
meet current needs. One notable exception is Upper Red which lacks prime power. The
site is powered by solar energy. For this reason, site growth is severely constrained.
1.1.7 Site Access. Some sites have poor access year-round. Others have poor access
in the winter. Lower Red is one site with poor year-round access. One must hike into the
site. Elephant and Thomasville are also remote sites which are accessed best by helicopter.
1.1.8 Remote Monitoring and Alarms. The translator network lacks a remote
monitoring and alarm system. Such a system would improve system availability and
reduce maintenance costs.
1.2 Recommendations. The following recommendations address shortfalls with the
existing sites. They are presented in order of priority.
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• Crown Hill Tower Replacement. The first priority is to construct a replacement
tower at Crown Hill. All existing antennas and transmission lines should be moved to the
replacement tower and the existing towers should be dismantled. A project schedule and
cost estimate for the Crown tower have been submitted to Pitkin County separately.
• Grounding. The grounding and lightning protection systems should be improved at
each site.
• HVAC Improvements. HVAC improvements are needed at all sites except Ajax.
In order of priority, these improvements should be made at Sunlight, Crown, Williams,
Lower Red, Thomasville, Elephant, and Upper Red. This prioritization is based on both
the severity of the current problem and the number and type of radios or translators at
each site.
• Tower Maintenance. All guyed towers should have their guy wires tightened.
Other small scale maintenance items, including bolt tightening, should be accomplished
concurrently with the guy tightening. Corrosion and foundation problems should be
repaired, if feasible. Some, but not all towers will require a structural analysis to ensure
they meet the requirements of TIA-222-G. Recommended towers for structural analysis
are identified in the body of this report.
• Weatherproofing. All coaxial connectors should be taken apart, inspected, tested
for electrical performance, re-connected, and weatherproofed.
• Barriers at Sunlight. Some type of barrier is needed to protect each of the two
towers at the front of the building. This barrier can be large boulders or pipes filled with
concrete.
• Co-Site Interference. Each site should be brought into compliance with the
recommended site Minimum Technical Standards (MTS), found in Appendix C to this
report. As a minimum, each transmitter should employ a dual junction isolator, cavity
bandpass filter, and low pass filter. Each receiver should employ a cavity bandpass filter.
If analysis shows insufficient isolation with the MTS, additional filtering, including notch
filters, may be required. All low noise amplifiers for receive antennas must be protected
by the appropriate bandpass filter.
• Translator System Optimization. In part due to suboptimal approaches to co-site
interference, the translator system is not operating optimally. The output power and
received signal-to-noise ratio can be improved through a system-wide optimization. This
optimization should include an analysis of the gains, losses, and noise figures of each signal
path through the system and best methods for mitigating co-site interference (see
recommendation above).
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• Remote Monitoring System. A remote monitoring system should be installed to
enable the County to detect faults quickly, check equipment status, and better identify
failure trends.
• Electric Power at Upper Red. A feasibility study is needed to determine if prime
power can be brought to Upper Red cost-effectively. The study should include the
possibility of cost sharing with other users on this site. If so, this site becomes much more
valuable to all concerned. Prime power would allow users on Lower Red to move to
Upper Red. The Lower Red site, which has poor access, could be abandoned. We
purposely did not prioritize this recommendation because if the costs are high, this project
might prevent the adoption of other critical recommendations.

2.0 Problem Statement
This project was conducted in two parts:
• Part I - Analysis & Design. Part I consists of a detailed analysis of the eleven
communications sites to assess their shortcomings and recommend corrections and
improvements over the next 20 years. This analysis includes consideration of structural
integrity of existing towers, site access, site security, electrical, solar, HVAC, and life
safety systems. Aesthetics are also considered in assessing the existing conditions and in
recommendations for improvement. Part I also determines each site’s compliance with
current FAA, FCC and OSHA regulations.
• Part II - Public Process. The purpose of Part II is to determine, with input from
the public, potential expansion and revenue generating capability of the sites. The written
report for Part II will include a prioritized list of recommendations addressing the specific
equipment, facilities or systems required to implement these markets and services. An
estimate of the potential revenue to the County and the return on investment will be
included. Part II will also address the future of FM and TV translators in light of the
nationwide analog to digital conversion already underway.
This report covers Part I. A second report, to be delivered at the conclusion of the public
process, will address Part II. In addition to these two reports, Pericle has also delivered a
computer database with relevant site data. This database operates under Microsoft Access
and should prove to be a useful reference for Pitkin County.

3.0 System Description
Pitkin County, Colorado encompasses 970 square miles of mountainous terrain and a
population of 14,900 (2005). The main television stations in Grand Junction and Glenwood
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Springs do not cover Aspen or Pitkin County and translators are needed to provide
television reception to those residents who do not have satellite or cable television service.
Similarly, FM stations originating outside and inside Pitkin County cannot provide countywide coverage from a single location and many depend on Pitkin County’s translators to
reach their listeners.
The County operates eleven communications sites from mountain tops in Pitkin, Garfield,
and Eagle Counties, primarily for broadcast translators, but also for public safety
communications. The locations of these sites are shown in Figure 5.

Red Hill

Sunlight
Crown

Thomasville

Williams

Lower Red
Elephant
Upper Red

Jack Rabbit

Loges

Ajax

Figure 5 - Pitkin County Translator Sites
The reader will note that Pitkin County presents exceptionally difficult terrain for radio
and television coverage and consequently, each of the sites was selected to cover a specific
populated valley. Two sites, Loges and Red Hill, are inactive at the time of this writing.
A third site, Ajax, is an Aspen-Pitkin County communications site and has no broadcast
translators. The remaining active sites: Crown, Elephant, Jack Rabbit, Lower Red,
Sunlight, Thomasville, Upper Red, and Williams support a mix of FM and TV translators.
Table 2 lists the coordinates, elevation and use for each of the eleven sites. Note that the
coordinates and elevations were taken from digital topographic maps and may not match
precisely the values found in the FCC license or the FCC Antenna Structure Registration
(ASR) database.
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Table 2 - Pitkin County Communications Sites
(Coordinates & Elevations from Digital Topographic Maps, NAD 83)
Site Name

Coordinates

Elevation

Use

Ajax

39° 09’ 10” N
106° 49’ 17” W

11,155’

Public Safety Communications

Crown

39° 21’ 11” N
107° 05’ 36” W

8,218’

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

Elephant

39° 14’ 20” N
107° 13’ 07” W

8,618’

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

Jack Rabbit

39° 13’ 08” N
106° 54’ 35” W

8,637’

FM Translator

Loges

39° 08’ 47” N
106° 52’ 14” W

11,159’

Inactive

Lower Red

39° 13’ 33” N
106° 50’ 10” W

9,321’

TV Translators

Red Hill

39° 22’ 15” N
106° 50’ 00” W

9,000

Inactive

Sunlight

39° 25’ 24” N
107° 22’ 31” W

10,564’

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

Thomasville

39° 21’ 12” N
106° 41’ 03” W

8,693’

FM & TV Translators

Upper Red

39° 13’ 15” N
106° 48’ 50” W

10,376’

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

Williams

39° 18’ 38” N
106° 56’ 55” W

8,776’

FM & TV Translators
Public Safety Communications

The FM and TV translators licensed to Pitkin County operate under FCC rules found in
Title 47, Part 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). These rules are available
online from the Government Printing Office through the FCC web site at
http://wireless.fcc.gov/rules.html. The FCC licenses translators for the purpose of
providing coverage in areas otherwise not served by a broadcast station. The rules for
FM and TV translators differ. The following guidelines apply:
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•

Signals may only be translated with written permission of the originating television
or radio station.

•

Television translators may acquire the original signal from any source: over-theair, microwave relay, satellite, etc.

•

Both television and radio translators can be translated multiple times, if necessary.

•

Translators may not translate satellite downlink signals (e.g., DirecTV, EchoStar)
without permission from the satellite company. It is rare that permission is granted
from DirecTV or EchoStar, but some cable companies uplink local television
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stations and charge translator networks a fee per viewer to re-broadcast the signal.
•

Network affiliates often have agreements with the television network that require
that any rebroadcast of network programming in their Designated Market Area
(DMA) originate from the local station. Pitkin County is in the Denver DMA and
would normally broadcast Denver stations, but today four out of five translated
stations are Grand Junction and Glenwood Springs affiliates.

•

Translators operate at relatively low power, typically between 10 and 50 Watts
Effective Radiated Power (ERP). In contrast, full power broadcast stations
typically operate between 100 kW and 5 MW ERP. Consequently, the effective
coverage area for each translator is small, especially in mountainous terrain.

•

Digital television translators can operate at up to 300 W ERP in the VHF band and
up to 15 kW ERP in the UHF band. However, the licensed ERP is often much
lower due to FCC co-channel and adjacent channel distance limitations.

•

There are no FCC rules yet for translating digital radio signals.

•

Non-commercial radio station signals can be distributed to a translator system via
satellite, but commercial radio stations may not.

•

Translators owned by the originating FM station cannot be used to extend coverage
beyond the station’s protected service contour. Translators owned by other entities
do not face this restriction, but the entity cannot accept financial support from the
FM station if they do extend coverage beyond the protected service contour.

•

No service contour restriction exists for television translators.

The Pitkin County translator network broadcasts signals from twelve FM radio stations and
five broadcast television stations. Plans are in place to activate translators for two Aspen
cable television stations. Pertinent data for the originating FM and TV stations are found
in Table 3.
The twelve FM stations originate from several locations: Black Ridge in Grand Junction,
Sunlight Peak near Glenwood Springs, an unnamed hill in Snowmass (KSNO), Lower Red,
Williams Mountain near Snowmass, and Smuggler Mountain in Aspen.
Sunlight has a unique role as the main relay site for the five network television signals:
ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox, and PBS. These signals are collected from their broadcast locations
in Grand Junction, Glenwood Springs and Denver, translated to Channels 45, 48, 58, 29,
and 31, respectively, and transmitted simultaneously to Crown, Elephant, Lower Red,
Thomasville, and Williams. At these locations, each network signal is translated a second
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time to a new VHF or UHF television channel to provide coverage to the intended service
area. In addition to its role as a relay site, Sunlight also directly serves populated areas
near the site, most notably Carbondale.
Table 3 - FM & TV Stations Translated
FM Stations
Call Sign

Frequency (MHz)

Broadcast Site

Owner

KDNK

88.1

Sunlight

Carbondale Community Access Radio, Inc.

KCJX

88.9

Sunlight

Aspen Public Radio

KVOV

90.5

Sunlight

Public Broadcasting of Colorado, Inc.

KAJX

91.5

Smuggler Mountain

Aspen Public Radio

KLXV

91.9

Sunlight

EMF Broadcasting

KJYE

92.3

Black Ridge

MBC Grand Broadcasting, Inc.

KKCH

92.7

Sunlight

NRC Broadcasting, Inc.

KMGJ

93.1

Black Ridge

MBC Grand Broadcasting, Inc.

KRVG

95.5

Sunlight

Western Slope Communications, LLC

KSPN

103.1

Lower Red

NRC Broadcasting

KSNO

103.9

Snowmass Village

Cool Radio, LLC

KNFO

106.1

Williams

NRC Broadcasting, Inc.

Call Sign

Channel ( Network)

Broadcast Site

Owner

KJCT

8 (ABC)

Grand Mesa

Pikes Peak Television, Inc.

KKCO

12-DT (NBC)

Black Ridge

Gray Television Licensee, Inc.

KDVR

31 (Fox)

Lookout Mtn.

Fox Television Stations, Inc.

KRMJ

49 (PBS)

Sunlight

Rocky Mountain PBS

KREG

3 (CBS)

Sunlight

Hoak Media of Colorado License, LLC

K19FH

N/A

Aspen Studio

Cable Channel 12 (Grass Roots)

K21HF

N/A

Aspen Studio

Cable Channel 11 (CGTV)

TV Stations

System block diagrams for the FM and TV translator networks are found in Figures 6 and
7 on the following pages.
In the next section, we will describe the results of the site surveys conducted the week of
June 26-30, 2006.
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Sunlight
Call Sign
K207DT (KDNK)
K240AB (KJYE)
K265CS (KMGJ)
K247AD (KSPN)
K235AN (KSNO)
K232AD (KNFO)

Freq. in Freq. out
88.1
89.3
92.3
95.9
93.1 100.9
103.1
97.3
103.9
94.9
106.1
94.3

Donor
Sunlight
Black Ridge
Black Ridge
Lower Red
NE of Snowmass Village
Williams Broadcast Site

Red Hill

Sunlight

Thomasville
Thomasville
Call Sign
Freq. in
K235AP (KDNK) 88.1
K215BC (KCJX)
88.9
K229AI (KVOV)
90.5
K246AH (KKCH) 92.7
K242AV (KNFO) 94.3
K251AK (KJYE)
95.9

Elephant

Freq out.
94.9
90.9
93.7
97.1
96.3
98.1

Donor
Sunlight
Sunlight
Sunlight
Sunlight
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans. silent

Elephant
Call Sign
Freq. in Freq. out
K203EH (KDNK) 88.1
88.5
K215BD (KCJX)
88.9
90.9
K230AG (KVOV) 90.5
93.9
K236AN (KNFO) 94.3
95.1
K278BD (KSNO) 94.9 103.5
K272DB (KJYE)
95.9 102.3
K252CU (KSPN) 97.3
98.3

Donor
Sunlight
Sunlight
Sunlight
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.

Lower Red
Crown
Crown
Call Sign
Freq. in Freq. out
K211EX (KCJX)
88.9
90.1
K222AN (KVOV)
90.5
92.3
K203EG (KDNK)
94.7
88.5
K272AM (KJYE)
95.9 102.3
K261AK (KSPN) 103.1 100.1
K278AG (KSNO) 103.9 103.5

Upper Red

Williams
Williams

Upper Red
Call Sign
Freq. in Freq. out
K268BJ (KVOV)
90.5
101.5
K216BF (KAJX)
91.5
91.1
K210BO (KLXV)
91.9
89.9
K202AT (KDNK)
94.7
88.3
K274AT (KRVG) 95.5 102.7

Donor
Sunlight
Sunlight
Williams Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Lower Red
NE of Snowmass Village

Donor
Sunlight
Smuggler Mt.
Sunlight
Williams Trans.
Sunlight

Call Sign
Freq. in Freq. out
K234BJ (KDNK)
88.1
94.7
K230AN (KVOV) 90.5
93.9
K209EY (KAJX)
91.5
89.7
K288FV (KJYE)
95.9 105.5

Loges

Jack Rabbit

Donor
Sunlight
Sunlight
Smuggler Mt.
Sunlight Trans.

Notes:
1. Some signals are translated twice
2. Loges and Red Hill are Inactive
3. Lower Red is TV only
4. Arrows indicate path between translators

Jackrabbit
Call Sign
Freq. in Freq out.
K215AC (KAJX)
91.5
90.9

Donor
Smuggler Mt.

FM System Diagram
(As of 10/6/06)

Pericle Communications Company

Figure 6 - FM Translator System Diagram
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Sunlight
Call Sign
Ch. in Ch. out
K45HL (KJCT ABC)
8
45K58AA (KKCO NBC) 12-DT
58
K31CW (KRMJ PBS)
49
31+
K29CK (KDVR FOX)
SAT
29z
K48IC (KREG CBS)
3
48+

Donor
Grand Mesa
Black Ridge
Sunlight
Denver
Sunlight (direct feed via cable)

Sunlight

Red Hill

Thomasville
Thomasville
Call Sign
K05JA (KJCT ABC)
K09LE (KKCO NBC)
K04PO (KRMJ PBS)
K11LM (KDVR FOX)
K07KF (KREG CBS)

Ch. in Ch. out
455N
58
9N
31+
4+
29
11z*
48+
7N

Donor
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.

*Changing from channel 14.

Elephant
Elephant
Call Sign
K02IO (KJCT ABC)
K09XN (KKCO NBC)
K04HP (KRMJ PBS)
K18GD (KDVR FOX)
K11VC (KREG CBS)

Ch. in
4558
31+
29
48+

Ch. out
2z
9z
4z
18+
11z

Donor
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.

Upper Red
Crown
Crown
Call Sign
K09AG (KJCT ABC)
K07KR (KKCO NBC)
K36GX (KRMJ PBS)
K33HY (KDVR FOX)
K05MB (KREG CBS)

Lower Red

Jack Rabbit

Ch. out
9z
7z
36z
33+
5z*

Donor
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.

Williams
Williams

Lower Red
Call Sign
Ch. in Ch. out
KO2HI (KJCT ABC)
452z
K08HN (KKCO NBC)
58
8
K06HU (KRMJ PBS) 31+
6
K04HH (KREG CBS) 48+
4z
K19FH (cable 12 Grass Roots) 19
K21HF(cable 11 CGTV)
21

Ch. in
4558
31+
29
48+

Donor
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Microwave
Microwave

Call Sign
K07RN (KJCT ABC)
K13MT (KKCO NBC)
K11LW (KRMJ PBS)
K39HE (KDVR FOX)
K50IN (KREG CBS)

Loges

Ch. in
4558
31+
29
48+

Ch. out
7N
13
11N
39+
50-

Donor
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.
Sunlight Trans.

Notes:
1. Most signals are translated twice
2. Loges and Red Hill are Inactive
3. Upper Red & Jack Rabbit are FM only
4. Arrows indicate path between translators
5. Red text indicates new, not yet constructed

TV System Diagram
(As of 10/6/06)

Pericle Communications Company

Figure 7 - TV Translator System Diagram
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4.0 Site Survey
A site survey was conducted at each of the eleven sites during the week of June 26-30,
2006. The following personnel participated in the site survey: Renee Nofziger (Pitkin
County), Alan Greager (PATTS), Jay Jacobsmeyer (Pericle), Dan Mieszala (Pericle),
and Steve Langfield (Langfield Construction).
Ms. Nofziger is the Translator
Administrator for Pitkin County. Mr. Greager is the contractor responsible for
maintaining the translator system. Mr. Jacobsmeyer and Mr. Mieszala are radio engineers
assigned to the project and Mr. Langfield is a tower climber under contract to Pericle for
the project. The sites were surveyed in the following order:
June 26
June 27
June 28
June 29
June 30

Upper Red, Lower Red, Jack Rabbit
Williams, Loges, Ajax
Sunlight, Crown
Thomasville, Elephant (via helicopter)
Red Hill

The following subsections, presented in alphabetical order by site name, describe the
conditions at each site as they existed on the date of the survey. Site shortfalls are listed
under each subsection. The reader will note some repetition in the site shortfalls as
similar problems were found at each site. More detailed information on each site is found
in Appendix A to this report and in the computer database, delivered separately.
4.1 Ajax. Ajax is an Aspen-Pitkin County communications site located at the peak of the
Aspen Mountain in the Aspen Highlands ski area. There are no broadcast translators at this
site. The site appears to be constructed to Motorola R56 standards [8] and shows only a
few deficiencies. The HVAC system shows inadequate cooling capacity, but this problem
is mitigated somewhat by the mild summer temperatures at this elevation (11,200’).
The grounding system needs some work. The Polyphasor bulkhead system lacks an
exterior ground bus bar and down conductors to the earth electrode system The measured
earth resistivity was 50,200 ohm-cm which is typical of dry, rocky soil. The propane tanks
should be bonded to the existing earth electrode system and isolated ground rings around
each tower should be tied together and to the building ground. All buried connections
should be exothermically welded (e.g., Cadweld™).
Many transmission lines are not attached to the tower properly on their vertical runs.
Coaxial cable ground kits are missing on some lines.
The wood pole tower should be replaced by a steel structure in compliance with TIA-222G. Some minor upgrades are required to bring the radio equipment up to MTS (see
Appendix C). Specifically, most transmitters have cavity filters and isolators, but not
lowpass (harmonic) filters.
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Overall, Ajax is the best constructed and best maintained Pitkin County site. Table 4 lists
the main characteristics of the Ajax site.
Table 4 - Ajax
Intended Coverage

Aspen, Independence Pass, Airport

FCC ASR Number

Not Registered

Latitude

39° 09' 09.86"

Longitude

106° 49' 16.51"

Elevation

11,155’

Access

4x4, Ski Lift in Winter

Number of Towers

2

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)

240 (15' 4"x 15' 8")

Construction Type

Wood A-Frame

Number of FM Translators

N/A

Number of TV Translators

N/A

Tenants

Aspen-Pitkin County Communications

Power Type

240 VAC

Auxiliary Power

Generator, propane

HVAC

Electric Heat, No Cooling

4.2 Crown. This site has six FM translators and five TV translators. The site also has
several radio repeaters for Aspen-Pitkin County, Eagle County and Basalt Fire. The
Crown site is in bad shape. All four towers are unsafe to climb and are near collapse. At
the time of this writing, Pericle has prepared an RFP for a replacement tower for this site
and Pitkin County is pursuing the acquisition of this tower as quickly as weather conditions
and the permitting process will permit. The public safety radio systems cannot tolerate an
outage, so the replacement tower is needed immediately. Table 5 lists the main
characteristics of the Crown site.
The following deficiencies were found at Crown:
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•

Tower Structural. All four towers are near collapse. The guy anchors are
inadequate in every case. The guyed towers shown signs of being overstressed.
These towers are a safety hazard and must be replaced as soon as possible.

•

Tower Maintenance. If these towers were not scheduled for replacement, the guy
wires would require tightening.
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•

Grounding. Tower grounding is non-existent. The earth electrode system is
insufficient. Surge arrestors are missing. The measured earth resistivity at this
site is 2,500 ohm-cm, which is relatively good and means that a new ground system
can be installed cost-effectively.

•

HVAC. The HVAC is practically non-existent. High indoor temperatures in the
summer months can lead to equipment failures.

•

Connectors. Many coaxial cable connectors are not adequately weatherproofed. If
water or dirt penetrates these connectors, they will over time cause high reflected
power and damage to the translator.

•

Shelter. The building foundation is poorly anchored and shows signs of slipping
downhill. This shelter should be replaced as soon as possible, but a replacement
tower is the more urgent need.
Table 5 - Crown
Intended Coverage

Basalt, El Jebel

FCC ASR Number

1242352

Latitude

39° 21' 11.3"

Longitude

107° 05' 35.5"

Elevation

8,218’

Access

Dirt road, 0.25 mile via 4x4, hike 0.25 miles in winter

Number of Towers

4

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)

89 (interior)

Construction Type

Block on Concrete Foundation

Number of FM Translators

6

Number of TV Translators
Tenants

5
Pitkin County Communications, Eagle County, Basalt Fire

Power Type
Auxiliary Power
HVAC

240 VAC
Generator, Propane
Fan

4.3 Elephant. Elephant provides coverage to the Crystal River Valley and the town of
Redstone. There are eight towers at Elephant. Like the other translator sites, Elephant has
deficiencies in tower structural integrity, tower maintenance, grounding, HVAC, and
connector weatherproofing. Table 6 lists the main characteristics of the Elephant site.
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Table 6 - Elephant
Intended Coverage

Crystal River Valley, Redstone

FCC ASR Number

1242302

Latitude

39° 14' 20.2"

Longitude

107° 13' 6.8"

Elevation

8,618’

Access

Helicopter or difficult hike

Number of Towers

8

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)

131.25 (17'3"x 7"6")

Construction Type

Wood Frame

Number of FM Translators

7

Number of TV Translators

5

Tenants
Power Type

Carbondale Fire, Pitkin County Communications
240 VAC, Single Phase

Auxiliary Power

Generator, propane

HVAC

Fan

The following deficiencies were found at Elephant:
•

Tower Structural. Guy anchors are inadequate in every case. One of the guyed
tower foundations is below grade which has caused corrosion. One guy wire and
turnbuckle is rusted.

•

Tower Maintenance. All guy wires require tightening. The base of each tower and
guy anchor should be cleared of vegetation.

•

Grounding. Tower grounding is non-existent. The earth electrode system is
insufficient. Surge arrestors are missing.

•

HVAC. The HVAC is practically non-existent. High indoor temperatures in the
summer months can lead to equipment failures.

•

Connectors. Many coaxial cable connectors are not adequately weatherproofed. If
water or dirt penetrate these connectors, they will over time cause high reflected
power and possibly damage the translator transmitter.

•

Shelter. The shelter at Elephant is in good condition.

4.4 Jack Rabbit. Jack Rabbit sits on a ridge overlooking Snowmass Village. The Jack
Rabbit site had a power outage that was first discovered during the site survey on June 26.
The outage was isolated by the electric company, Holy Cross Electric, later in the week and
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corrected. This outage highlights the need for a remote alarm system at each site. At the
time of this writing, Jack Rabbit has just one FM translator for KAJX (91.5), transmitting
on 90.9 MHz. Jack Rabbit has untapped potential for both a translator site and a wireless
communications site. Development options for Jack Rabbit are addressed in the Part II
report, submitted separately.
Like most of the other sites, Jack Rabbit has problems with connectors, grounding, HVAC,
and tower maintenance.
Table 7 lists the main characteristics of the Jack Rabbit site.
Table 7 - Jack Rabbit
Intended Coverage

Snowmass Village, Owl Creek Road

FCC ASR Number

1242350

Latitude

39° 13' 8.1"

Longitude

106° 54' 35"

Elevation

8,637’

Access

4x4, snowmobile in winter

Number of Towers

5

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)

100 (10’ x 10’)

Construction Type

Block

Number of FM Translators

1

Number of TV Translators

0

Tenants
Power Type

None
240 VAC (HC Meter #28580)

Auxiliary Power

None

HVAC

None

The following deficiencies were found at Jack Rabbit:
•

Tower Structural. The towers at this site are in relatively good condition.

•

Tower Maintenance. All guy wires require tightening.

•

Grounding. Tower grounding is practically non-existent. The earth electrode
system is insufficient. Surge arrestors are missing. The measured earth resistivity
was 21,100 ohm-cm.

•

HVAC. The HVAC is non-existent.
months can lead to equipment failures.

High indoor temperatures in the summer
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•

Connectors. Many coaxial cable connectors are not adequately weatherproofed. If
water or dirt penetrates these connectors, they will over time cause high reflected
power and possibly damage to the translator transmitter.

•

Shelter. The shelter at Jack Rabbit needs a new roof. The electrical service
consists of 240 VAC, single phase, fed from a distant transformer on Owl Creek
Road. The service uses conductors of approximately AWG 4/0 size. The voltage
drop, even with the large conductors, would be quite large if this site is every
expanded. A transformer at the shelter may be necessary to correct this potential
problem. There is no generator at this site.

4.5 Loges. This site is inactive at the time of this writing, but the site has potential for
future translator use due to its excellent coverage of the Castle Creek area. There are two
towers at this site, one for donor antennas and the other for coverage antennas.
The shelter is very small, thus limiting the growth potential for this site.
sites, Loges has deficiencies in grounding, HVAC, and tower maintenance.

Like the other

Table 8 lists the main characteristics of the Loges site.
Table 8 - Loges
Intended Coverage
FCC ASR Number

Castle Creek
Not Registered

Latitude

39° 08' 46.6"

Longitude

106° 52' 14"

Elevation

11,159’

Access

4x4, Ski Lift in Winter

Number of Towers

2

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)

31 (7'2"x 4'4")

Construction Type

Wood Frame

Number of FM Translators

0

Number of TV Translators

0

Tenants
Power Type

0
240 VAC

Auxiliary Power

None

HVAC

None

No deficiencies are listed here for this inactive site, but deficiencies exist and should be
corrected before this site is activated.
4.6 Lower Red. Lower Red is an active TV translator site co-located with KSPN (103.1),
a full power FM station. The site has four TV translators (Fox is not translated at this site)
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and two translators are under construction for cable channels 11 and 12. Unlike Upper
Red, Lower Red has prime electrical power. At the time of the survey on June 26, 2006,
the equipment shelter was very warm, over 100° F. The one fan in the building was not
working, but even under the best conditions, this fan cannot move enough heat out of the
building to prevent damage to electronic equipment. In fact, a new translator for Channel
4 (KO4HH, CBS) failed almost immediately after installation in August, possibly due to
overheating. Table 9 lists the main characteristics of the Lower Red site.
Table 9 - Lower Red
Intended Coverage

Aspen, Aspen Airport, Snowmass, Woody Creek

FCC ASR Number

1242242

Latitude

39° 13' 33"

Longitude

106° 50' 10"

Elevation

9,321’

Access

No Road Access, 1 Mile Hike, Winter Snowshoe

Number of Towers

2

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)

151 (12’ x 12.5’)

Construction Type

Block

Number of FM Translators

0

Number of TV Translators

4 (2 more to be added)

Tenants

KSPN-FM, Two Way Comm. Inc. (inactive)

Power Type
Auxiliary Power
HVAC

240 VAC, Single Phase
Generator, propane
Fans (not working on 6/26/06)

The following deficiencies were found at Lower Red:
•

Tower Structural. The towers at this site are in relatively good shape.

•

Tower Maintenance. All guy wires require tightening.

•

Grounding. Tower grounding is practically non-existent. The earth electrode
system is insufficient. Surge arrestors are missing.

•

HVAC. The HVAC is practically non-existent. High indoor temperatures in the
summer months can lead to equipment failures.

•

Connectors. Many coaxial cable connectors are not adequately weatherproofed. If
water or dirt penetrates these connectors, they will over time cause high reflected
power and possibly damage to the translator transmitter.
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•

Shelter. The shelter is cluttered, but otherwise sound. HVAC is sub-standard, as
noted above.

•

RF Safety. Lower Red is the only site with an RF exposure discrepancy and it is
caused by KSPN-FM, not by any of the Pitkin County translators. See Section 5.0
for further explanation and a recommended fix that has already been conveyed to
the radio station.

4.7 Red Hill. This site is inactive at the time of this writing, but like Loges, Red Hill has
potential for future translator use due to its excellent coverage of the Ruedi Reservoir and
the Frying Pan River valley. Table 10 lists the main characteristics of the Red Hill site.
Table 10 - Red Hill
Intended Coverage
FCC ASR Number
Latitude

Ruedi Reservoir, Frying Pan River Valley
Not Registered
39° 22’ 15” N

Longitude

106° 50’ 00” W

Elevation

9,000’

Access

Four Wheel Drive Road

Number of Towers

1

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)
Construction Type

48 (6’ x 8’)
Wood Frame

Number of FM Translators

0

Number of TV Translators

0

Tenants

0

Power Type

240 VAC

Auxiliary Power

None

HVAC

None

No deficiencies are listed here for this inactive site, but deficiencies exist and should be
corrected before this site is activated.
4.8 Sunlight. Sunlight is an important site because it is the origination point for all
television signals in the translator network. Thus, Sunlight should be constructed and
maintained in such a way that it is the most reliable site. Some improvements have already
been made in this regard, including the new generator commissioned in the summer of
2006. There are still several deficiencies, however. Tower maintenance, grounding,
HVAC, and connector weatherproofing all require attention at this site.
Table 11 lists the main characteristics of the Sunlight site.
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Table 11 - Sunlight
Intended Coverage

Relay to Rest of System, Covers Cardondale and Basalt

FCC ASR Number

Not Registered

Latitude

39° 25' 24"

Longitude

107° 22' 31"

Elevation

10,564’

Access

4x4 Access, Good Road, Snowmobile in Winter

Number of Towers

Three Guyed, Two Poles

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)

243.4

Construction Type

Concrete block

Number of FM Translators

6

Number of TV Translators
Tenants

5
Pitkin County Communications (Fiber Feed from HC)

Power Type

240 VAC Single Phase

Auxiliary Power

Propane Generator (New 8/06)

HVAC

Fan

The following deficiencies were found at Sunlight:
•

Tower Structural. The towers at this site are in relatively good shape but one of the
towers was hit by a vehicle and the structural integrity is now in question. See
Figure 8.

Figure 8 - Tower #2 Damaged by Vehicle Collision
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Concrete barriers are needed in front of each of the two towers at the front of the shelter
and around the propane tank (a new propane tank is planned for this site).
•

Tower Maintenance. All guy wires require tightening.

•

Grounding. Tower grounding is practically non-existent. The earth electrode
system is insufficient. Surge arrestors are missing.

•

HVAC. The HVAC is practically non-existent. High indoor temperatures in the
summer months can lead to equipment failures.

•

Connectors. Many coaxial cable connectors are not adequately weatherproofed. If
water or dirt penetrates these connectors, they will over time cause high reflected
power and possibly damage to the translator transmitter.

•

Shelter. The shelter is sound. A new propane tank is needed.

4.9 Thomasville. Like Elephant, Thomasville has poor access, but it is an important site
because of the unique coverage it provides. Thomasville has six FM translators and five
TV translators. Like most of the other sites, Thomasville has deficiencies in tower
structural, tower maintenance, grounding, HVAC, and connector weatherproofing.
Table 12 lists the main characteristics of the Thomasville site.
Table 12 - Thomasville
Intended Coverage
FCC ASR Number

1242303

Latitude

39° 21' 11.7"

Longitude

106° 41' 2.9"

Elevation

8,693’

Access
Number of Towers
Number of Buildings
Building Area (square feet)
Construction Type

Helicopter, short hike
6 Total, 4 guyed towers + 2 poles
1
90 Square Feet, 7.33 ‘ x 12.33’
Wood Frame

Number of FM Translators

6

Number of TV Translators

5

Tenants
Power Type
Auxiliary Power
HVAC
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Thomasville, East of Ruedi Reservoir

Basalt Fire, Pitkin County Communications
240 VAC, single phase
None
Fan, Electric Heat
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The following deficiencies were found at Thomasville:
•

Tower Structural. One tower has serious structural damage, especially to the
horizontal members, some of which have peeled off and separated from the tower
legs. The guy anchors are inadequate in every case. Some of the guyed towers
shown signs of being overstressed. See Figure 9. The damaged towers should be
removed and the antennas on these towers should be moved to other towers on the
site.

Figure 9 - Tower Damage at Thomasville
•

Tower Maintenance. All guy wires require tightening.

•

Grounding. Tower grounding is practically non-existent. The earth electrode
system is insufficient. Surge arrestors are missing.

•

HVAC. The HVAC is practically non-existent. High indoor temperatures in the
summer months can lead to equipment failures.
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•

Connectors. Many coaxial cable connectors are not adequately weatherproofed. If
water or dirt penetrates these connectors, they will over time cause high reflected
power and possibly damage to the translator transmitter.

•

Shelter. The shelter is sound.

4.10 Upper Red. Upper Red is an important site because of its elevation at over 10,000
feet and its proximity to Aspen. It covers the same general areas as Lower Red, but it
provides superior coverage to Lower Red because of its greater height. The main
drawback of Upper Red is the lack of prime power. All facilities on Upper Red operate
from solar power. A local company, Aspen Solar, conducted a study of the Upper Red
solar cell system and made recommendations for improvements. Their report is found in
Appendix D.
Table 13 lists the main characteristics of the Upper Red site.
Table 13 - Upper Red
Intended Coverage

Aspen, Aspen Airport, Snowmass

FCC ASR Number

1242870

Latitude

39° 13' 15.4"

Longitude

106° 48' 49.7"

Elevation

10,376’

Access

4x4, Winter Snowmobile

Number of Towers

2

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)
Construction Type

204 (12.75’ x 16 ’)
Buried Quonset Hut

Number of FM Translators

5

Number of TV Translators
Tenants

0
Pitkin County Communications

Power Type
Auxiliary Power

Solar
Generator, propane

HVAC

None

If this site was upgraded with prime power from the electric utility, all translators at
Lower Red could be moved to Upper Red and Lower Red could be deactivated.
The following deficiencies were found at Upper Red:
•
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Tower Structural. Both towers at this site show problems. The Rohn 45 tower
(Tower #1) is designed to be guyed, but has no guy wires. The base of the tower is
below grade and shows severe corrosion the outside of each leg. See the
photograph in Figure 10 below. The tower legs may have standing water inside
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them with unseen corrosion inside.

Figure 10 - Upper Red Tower Legs Show Corrosion (Tower #1)
The self-support tower shows damage to its foundations. One foundation leg is not plumb
and appears to have been installed that way. The foundations show cracks, possibly from
lightning (the ground system is poor), and spalling. See Figure 11. Many of the anchor
nuts were loose and could be removed by hand.
•

Tower Maintenance. All guy wires require tightening. Corrosion control is needed
for Tower #1 and further inspection may find the tower must be dismantled.
Tower #2 (self-support) requires immediate attention to its foundations. A
structural engineer must study the tower and determine if mitigation is feasible. A
likely scenario for this tower is more concrete around each of the existing leg
foundations. The ice bridge for each tower is lacking or non-existent.

•

Grounding. Tower grounding is practically non-existent. The earth electrode
system for each tower is insufficient. Surge arrestors are missing. The resistance
to earth of each of the individual ground rods for each of the legs of the selfsupporting tower measured over 700 Ohms, but should have been less than 10
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Ohms. Consequently, all lightning surges must go through the concrete foundations
and past surges may be responsible for the cracks in the foundations. Separate
ground rods for Tower #1 and the two solar panels should be bonded together.
Transmission lines lack ground kits. The propane tanks are not grounded.
•

HVAC. The HVAC is practically non-existent. High indoor temperatures in the
summer months can lead to equipment failures, but this problem is mitigated by the
high elevation of the site (above 10,000 feet) and the fact that the shelter is below
grade.

•

Connectors. Many coaxial cable connectors are not adequately weatherproofed. If
water or dirt penetrates these connectors, they will over time cause high reflected
power and possibly damage to the translator transmitter.

•

Shelter. The shelter, a buried Quonset hut, is sound. A propane generator is used
for auxiliary power. A large number of small propane tanks must be transported
to and from the site for refilling.

Figure 11 - Upper Red Self-Support Tower Has Foundation Problems (Tower #2)
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Figure 12 - Cracks in Grout and Foundation (Tower #2)
(This photograph also shows the lack of an ice bridge for this tower)
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4.11 Williams. Along with Sunlight, Williams has one of the better equipment shelters.
The site has five television translators and four FM translators. Tenants include Pitkin
County Search and Rescue, Basalt Fire, and the FAA. There are serious deficiencies in
tower maintenance (loose guy wires), grounding, and connector weatherproofing. Table
14 lists the main characteristics of the Williams site.
Table 14 - Williams
Intended Coverage

Old Snowmass, Hwy 82 Canyon, Woody Creek

FCC ASR Number

1242304

Latitude

39° 18' 37.8"

Longitude

106° 56' 54.7"

Elevation

8,776’

Access

4x4 Road, Winter snowmobile

Number of Towers

5

Number of Buildings

1

Building Area (square feet)

95 (13’ x 7'4")

Construction Type

Wood Frame

Number of FM Translators

4

Number of TV Translators

5

Tenants
Power Type

Pitkin County Search and Rescue, Basalt Fire, FAA
240 VAC, Single Phase (HC Meter #36132

Auxiliary Power

Propane Generator

HVAC

Fan

The following deficiencies were found at Williams:
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•

Tower Structural. The towers at this site are in relatively good shape.

•

Tower Maintenance. All guy wires require tightening.

•

Grounding. Tower grounding is non-existent. The earth electrode system is
insufficient. Surge arrestors are missing. The propane tank is not grounded. The
measured earth resistivity was 862,000 ohm-cm, which is very poor. Damage from
lightning strikes at this site is almost certain.

•

HVAC. The HVAC is practically non-existent. High indoor temperatures in the
summer months can lead to equipment failures.

•

Connectors. Many coaxial cable connectors are not adequately weatherproofed. If
water or dirt penetrates these connectors, they will over time cause high reflected
power and possibly damage to the translator transmitter.

•

Shelter. The shelter is sound.
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5.0 Radio Frequency Safety
During the site survey, radio frequency exposure measurements were collected at each site
using a broadband exposure meter. Measurements were conducted in accordance with the
guidelines published in ANSI C95.3-2002 [3] and FCC Bulletin OET-65 [2]. The exposure
survey was accomplished with the test equipment listed in Table 15.
Table 15 - Test Equipment Used in Survey
Instrument

S/N

Calibration

Wandel & Goltermann (W&G) EMR-300

B-0053

4/2005

Wandel & Goltermann Type 25.1 Probe, 300 kHz - 40 GHz

B-0053

4/2005

The FCC standard is a whole body average exposure standard, so the measurements must be
taken over a volume comparable to that occupied by a standing adult. The W&G probe and
meter record power density as percent of the FCC controlled environment standard. The
W&G meter also performs an automatic average as the user sweeps the volume of interest.
Measurements were taken at least 20 cm from the ground or other reflecting objects in
accordance with ANSI C95.3-2002 [3].
All measurements of Pitkin County facilities were well within Federal guidelines, including
one location on Williams that had caused false alarms with personal exposure monitors.
One guy anchor belonging to KSPN-FM (103.1) on Lower Red showed power densities
greater than the public exposure limit, but the chief engineer for the station was contacted
and advised to post RF Notice signs on the guy anchor. The guy anchor is roughly 50 feet
from the public trail, so it does not present a public hazard and would comply with FCC
rules provided the signs are posted.
Because radio frequency safety is an essential part of site management and because high
power transmitters may someday be constructed at or adjacent to Pitkin County sites, the
remainder of this section is a tutorial on radio frequency exposure guidelines and methods
for ensuring compliance with these guidelines at radio sties.
The possible health effects associated with exposure to radio frequency energy have been
studied for more than half a century. The only established adverse effect is heating of body
tissue. To protect the public from harmful exposure, the FCC requires that its licensees
comply with its published radio frequency exposure standards, found in Parts 1.1307
through 1.1310 of Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations [5]. FCC exposure limits
are based on voluntary standards published by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) and the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement (NCRP). FCC
limits are conservative and include a safety factor of 10 for occupational exposure and a
safety factor of 50 for public exposure.
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FCC rules apply different standards for occupational, or controlled environments and
general population, or uncontrolled environments. The definitions of controlled and
uncontrolled environments are as follows [5]:
Controlled Environment - “Occupational/controlled limits apply in situations in which persons are
exposed as a consequence of their employment provided those persons are fully aware of the potential for
exposure and can exercise control over their exposure. Limits for occupational/controlled exposure also
apply in situations when an individual is transient through a location where occupational/controlled limits
apply provided he or she is made aware of the potential for exposure.”
Uncontrolled Environment - “General population/uncontrolled exposures apply in situations in which the
general public may be exposed, or in which persons that are exposed as a consequence of their
employment may not be fully aware of the potential for exposure or can not exercise control over their
exposure.”

For controlled environments, the FCC sets a standard of 1 milliwatt/cm2 in the VHF band
(30-300 MHz). 1 In the lower UHF band (300 MHz - 1.5 GHz), the FCC limit is a
function of frequency and is given by the expression f/300 milliwatts/cm2, where f is the
frequency in MHz. In the broadcast radio bands (FM and TV) and wireless
communications bands, the general population limit is exactly a factor of five below the
occupational (controlled environment) limit. The FCC exposure standards are plotted as
functions of frequency in Figure 13.
1,000

Power denisty, mw/cm2

Occupational, 6 minute averaging
General population, 30 minute averaging
100

10

1

0
0
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10

100
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10,000
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Figure 13 - FCC Exposure Standards
(Plane wave equivalent E-field power density values)
11 milliwatt per square centimeter (mW/cm2) = 1,000 microwatts per square centimeter (µW/cm2).
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The human body does not react to power densities instantaneously and short-term exposure
to levels exceeding FCC power density limits does not necessarily exceed the FCC exposure
limits. The FCC limits are for whole-body exposure averaged over a period of 6 minutes
for controlled environments and 30 minutes for uncontrolled environments [1], [2], [5].
For example, if a radio technician working at an FM broadcast site is exposed to a power
density of 0.5 milliwatts/cm2 for a period of 4 minutes and then enters a field of 1.5
milliwatts/cm2 for a period of 2 minutes, the average exposure in the six minute period is
0.83 milliwatts/cm2 which is below the FCC limit for controlled environments.
Although other Federal agencies publish RF exposure standards (including OSHA), the
governing standard for communications sites is the FCC standard. The FCC has prepared
an easy-to-read publication explaining its RF exposure policy [6]. This publication is
available from the FCC web site at www.fcc.gov.

6.0 Co-Site Interference
Co-site radio frequency interference comes from a variety of sources, including transmitter
intermodulation, receiver intermodulation, transmitter out-of-band emissions, co-channel
interference, and passive, or “rusty bolt” intermodulation.
Co-channel interference is rarely a co-site interference problem for licensed broadcast
stations because the FCC does not allocate the same frequency in the same geographical
area. Unlicensed radios, including Wi-Fi radios operating in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands,
can create co-channel interference and only the site owner (Pitkin County) can control this
type of interference because the FCC will not regulate the use of unlicensed radios beyond a
few general limitations on output power and out-of-band emissions.
The five main sources of co-site radio frequency interference are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Transmitter-generated intermodulation
Receiver-generated intermodulation
Receiver desensitization
Transmitter out-of-band emissions
Passive intermodulation

These sources of interference are present at all radio sites and a thorough radio frequency
analysis of the site is required to ensure electromagnetic compatibility. Once this analysis is
done, proper actions can be taken to correct radio frequency interference.
In a general sense, the solution to co-site interference is to provide the necessary isolation
to ensure radio interference in the receiver passband is negligible. The four most
important tools for providing this isolation are antenna separation, bandpass cavity filters,
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lowpass filters, and ferrite isolators2. However, these tools cannot be applied effectively
without detailed knowledge of the interfering signal power levels, frequencies, and effects
on victim receivers.
Over 90% of interference problems can be prevented by enforcing Minimum Technical
Standards on all radios at each site. A recommended set of MTS is found in Appendix C to
this report. Essentially, the MTS require a cavity bandpass filter, ferrite isolator, and
lowpass filter on every transmitter and cavity bandpass filter on every receiver. Most of
the Pitkin County sites do not meet the MTS and signal quality almost certainly suffers as a
result.
Pericle has conducted an intermodulation (IM) study of each of the active translator sites
and the results in the form of an IM product “hit” list are included at the end of each site
subsection in Appendix A.
To help understand how to use the IM hit list, consider the following example from
Elephant:
One potential intermodulation product at Elephant is the following:
2(98.3) (KSPN Out) - 102.3 (KJYE Out) = 94.3 (KNFO In)
This product might occur in the KSPN or KJYE translator if either output is not
adequately filtered. It might also occur inside the KNFO receiver, especially if the input is
not adequately filtered and if the receiver’s front-end amplifier is overdriven by the two
strong interferers. Enforcing the MTS makes harmful interference of this type unlikely.
Conversely, without the filters and isolators required by the MTS, it is likely that at least
some receiver desensitization will occur because of the broadband output of the translator
and the broadband input of the receiver. To make translators cost-competitive, the
manufacturer typically designs the radios for operation in isolation from other strong
broadcast signals. When two are more translators are installed at the same site, the MTS
must be applied to ensure interference-free operation.
Ideally, an IM study, conducted with the aid of a computer, should be done whenever a
new frequency is added to any translator site. Such a study identifies potential problems
before they occur so specific filters, isolators or antenna separation can be applied to
prevent IM interference. Bear in mind that the MTS apply to all stations at the site and
additional mitigation may be required for some stations depending on the result of the cosite interference study and any measurements that are taken.

2An isolator is a circulator with the third port terminated in a matched load.
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Following is the general procedure for ensuring the translator site is interference-free:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrade each site up to comply with the Minimum Technical Standards (MTS)
Conduct a co-site interference study to establish a baseline set of data (already done
by Pericle)
At each site, test each receiver for desensitization (desense)
Using the study results and receiver desense measurements, troubleshoot and
correct existing interference problems
Conduct a new study for each new transmitter or receiver at the site
Based on the study results, select antenna position, filters and isolators for the new
translator

Pericle is available to advise Pitkin County on specific testing methods for measuring
receiver desensitization.

7.0 Recommendations
The following recommendations address shortfalls with the existing sites. They are
presented in order of priority. At the end of this section, we suggest a practical schedule
and prioritization of tasks with rough cost estimates.
With the exception of Crown, the following recommendations are presented by task, rather
than by site. However, the proposed project schedule is for practical reasons organized by
site with multiple tasks proposed at each site. This project organization by site is desirable
because mobilization costs preclude efficient execution of the project unless tasks are
combined. This approach is used for all construction-related tasks such as tower
demolition, tower maintenance, connector repair, construction of barriers, and grounding.
Other tasks, such as HVAC, require different skills and can be done as separate projects.
7.1 Crown Tower Replacement. The first priority is to construct a replacement tower at
Crown Hill. All existing antennas and transmission lines should be moved to the
replacement tower and the existing towers should be dismantled. A project schedule and
cost estimate for the Crown tower have been submitted to Pitkin County separately.
Grounding and other construction-related tasks should be done as part of the tower
construction.
7.2 Tower Structural Studies. Pitkin County owns 42 towers. Structural studies are
expensive (~$1,500 each) so the County should choose to conduct studies only for those
towers that appear to require it. Studies are not required for towers that will be removed
or for towers that are clearly within their original design parameters. In some cases, the
structural study will result in a pass/fail decision on the tower, but in other cases, the
structural engineer will be asked to recommend fixes to existing towers that are obviously
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not in compliance. The self-support tower at Upper Red falls in the latter category. We
recommend that Pitkin County contract for the following structural studies order of
priority:
1) Upper Red Tower #2 (Self Support Tower). The engineer should recommend fixes
to the concrete foundations which are clearly in trouble.
2) Upper Red Tower #1 (Rohn 45). This tower should be studied only if further
inspection shows the legs to be sound (significant corrosion is present). If the legs are not
sound, this tower should be removed and the antennas should be installed on Tower #2
(after the foundations are repaired).
3) Sunlight. All major towers at this site should be studied (4 total, including mount
for satellite dish).
4) Crown. An independent structural study should be conducted of the proposed
replacement tower during the acquisition process. All existing towers should be removed
from this site after the new tower is constructed.
5) Thomasville. Antennas on damaged towers should be moved to structurally sound
towers and only these towers should be studied (3 total). The damaged towers should be
removed.
All structural studies should be done by a professional structural engineer licensed to
practice in the State of Colorado. Studies should be accomplished in accordance with TIA222-G.
7.3 HVAC Improvements. HVAC improvements are needed at all sites. In order of
priority, these improvements should be made at Sunlight, Thomasville, Lower Red,
Elephant, Williams, Upper Red, Ajax, and Jack Rabbit. This prioritization is based on both
the severity of the current problem and the number and type of radios or translators at
each site.
7.4 Grounding. The grounding and lightning protection systems should be improved at
each site. Following are specific grounding guidelines that should be followed when
making improvements:
7.4.1 Unless specified otherwise, grounding systems should follow the guidelines found
in the Motorola R56 standards [8].
7.4.2 Tower Grounds. Construct an earth grounding system consisting of bare 2/0
copper wire, 3/4” diameter copper-clad ground rods connected in a ring around the
perimeter of the tower (see Figure 14). Space rods approximately 10 feet apart. Connect
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rods with 2/0 bare stranded copper wire. Connect each tower leg to the nearest ground
rod with tinned AWG #2 solid copper wire fed from the nearest ground rod through PVC
or flexible conduit (non-metallic). Seal exposed ends of PVC or conduit against the
elements. Avoid sharp bends in wire and allow sufficient slack to preclude mechanical
stresses on the system. Bury all cable and ground rods at least 18 inches below the
finished grade.

Tower
Leg

10'

AWG #2
Solid, Tinned

#2 Solid, Tinned

Tower Leg

Foundation

18” Min
Ground Rods

Finished
Grade

AWG 2/0 Bare Copper Stranded
2/0 Stranded
Ground Rod

Figure 14 - Tower Ground System Configuration
Ground rods shall be 10 foot long, 3/4 inch diameter, copper-clad steel. Cladding shall be
at least 0.012 inches thick. Drive rods to refusal or if necessary drill to ensure each rod
reaches at least 8 feet below finished grade. Cut off rods 18” below finished grade. In no
case should a finished rod be less than 6.5 feet long. Backfill drilled holes with a slurry of
bentonite around ground rod. All existing buried conductors in the vicinity of the tower
shall be bonded to the tower ground system with buried conductors at least 18” below
finished grade. All connections shall be CadweldedTM.
For guyed towers, the recommendations above shall be followed and a separate ground
system consisting of at least one driven ground rod shall be installed at each ground
anchor. Multiple ground wires shall be bonded together using clamps in accordance with
Motorola R56. See Figure 15.
Closely spaced towers can and should shared ground systems.
Extraordinary conditions consisting of solid rock or other soil types with high resistivity
may require the use of chemical rods. Consult with the project engineer to determine the
need for chemical rods.
7.4.3 Shelter Grounds. Each shelter shall have buried ground ring around the shelter
following the specifications for tower grounds above plus a ground bus bar with down
conductors at the entry bulkhead in accordance with R56. All coaxial transmission lines
shall employ surge arrestors that are effectively bonded to the bulkhead down conductors.
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Bimetallic Clamps

Grounding Jumpers
Turnbuckles

#2 Solid Tinned
PVC
(Seal Top)

Rod

AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

Grade
18”

Side View

Figure 15 - Ground System for Guy Anchors
7.4.4 Transmission Lines. Bond Heliax™ and similar transmission lines to the tower
using manufacturer ground kits. Transmission lines shall be bonded where the line first
meets the tower (closest to the antenna), at the base of the tower, and at the shelter
bulkhead.
7.4.5 Interior Ground System. Install a ground halo inside the shelter in accordance
with R56 and bond all equipment racks to the halo.
7.5 Tower Maintenance. All guyed towers should have their guy wires tightened. Other
small scale maintenance items, including bolt tightening, should be accomplished
concurrently with the guy tightening. Corrosion and foundation problems should be
repaired, if feasible. Some, but not all towers will require a structural analysis to ensure
they meet the requirements of TIA-222-G. Recommended towers for structural analysis
are identified in the body of this report. Structural studies are not required on a periodic
basis, only when proposed loading exceeds that of the most recent study or when changes
are made after a new version of the standard is published (TIA-222-G became effective
January 1, 2006). Tower inspections, on the other hand, should be accomplished according
to the following guidelines:
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1) Every three years for guyed towers
2) Every five years for self-supporting towers
3) After severe wind and/or ice storms or other extreme conditions
A maintenance and inspection checklist is found in Annex J of TIA-222-G [7]. It should
be used by a qualified tower climber when conducting tower inspections and a written
report, following the format of Annex J, should be submitted by the climber.
All eleven sites require some tower maintenance. Some or all of the following tasks are
required at each site:
1) Tighten guy wires per engineer or mfr. recommendations, adjust for tower
plumbness.
2) Cap the top of each leg to prevent water infiltration
3) Drill weep holes in each tower leg, where needed
4) Excavate soil around tower legs and raise foundation with new concrete so no
soil is in contact with any tower leg.
5) Secure all transmission lines to the tower using rated hangers.
6) Check bolts for torque an replace missing bolts.
7) Where applicable, replace substandard guy anchors (e.g., tree trunks) with
concrete anchors.
8) Install a horizontal cable support/ice bridge where one is missing.
9) Clear vegetation from the base of the tower and from each guy anchor.
10) Repair any corrosion.
These tasks only apply to those towers that will not be removed. Guidelines in Annex J of
TIA-222-G should be followed.
7.6 Weatherproofing and Cable Testing. All coaxial connectors should be taken apart,
inspected, tested for electrical performance, re-connected, and weatherproofed. Testing
should be accomplished with a frequency domain reflectometer (FDR) such as the Anritsu
S332D or equivalent. At a minimum, each line should be tested for insertion loss, return
loss, and distance to fault. Note that the translator system uses both 50 and 75 Ohm
transmission lines, so the appropriate optional accessories must be ordered for the FDR to
ensure both types of lines can be tested with one instrument. Such an instrument costs
between $7,000 and $12,000, depending on options purchased.
7.7 Barriers at Sunlight. Some type of barrier is needed to protect each of the two towers
and the propane tank at the front of the building. This barrier can be large boulders or
partially buried pipes (4” diameter or larger) filled with concrete and painted either
yellow, red or orange so they are clearly visible. A red fiberglass stick or rod should be
attached to each pipe and extend to a height of at least 10’ above the ground so the location
of each pipe can be seen in deep snow.
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7.8 Co-Site Interference. Each site should be brought into compliance with the
recommended site Minimum Technical Standards (MTS), found in Appendix C to this
report. As a minimum, each transmitter should employ a dual junction isolator, cavity
bandpass filter, and low pass filter. Each receiver should employ a cavity bandpass filter.
If analysis shows insufficient isolation with the MTS, additional filtering, including notch
filters, may be required. All low noise amplifiers for receive antennas must be protected
by the appropriate bandpass filter. In conjunction with these upgrades to MTS, receiver
desense should be measured following the procedures outlined in Section 6.0 of this report.
7.9 Translator System Optimization. In part due to suboptimal approaches to co-site
interference, the translator system is not operating optimally. The output power and
received signal-to-noise ratio can be improved through a system-wide optimization. This
optimization should include an analysis of the gains, losses, and noise figures of each signal
path through the system and best methods for mitigating co-site interference (see
recommendation above).
7.10 Electric Power at Upper Red. A feasibility study is needed to determine if prime
power can be brought to Upper Red cost-effectively. The study should include the
possibility of cost sharing with other users on this site. If so, this site becomes much more
valuable to all concerned. Prime power would allow users on Lower Red to move to
Upper Red. The Lower Red site, which has poor access, could be abandoned. We
purposely did not prioritize this recommendation because if the costs are high, this project
might prevent the adoption of other critical recommendations.
7.11 Remote Alarming & Monitoring System. Another way to reduce system maintenance
costs and increase network reliability is to install a remote alarming and monitoring
system. There are several vendors who routinely furnish and install such systems.
Modern systems are Internet-compatible, sending email alerts when outages occur and
allowing the Translator Administrator or other personnel to remotely monitor each site via
the world wide web. For those sites without telephone or microwave connectivity, new
broadband radio links will be required. Low-cost radios are available in the 2.4 and
5 GHz unlicensed radio bands for this purpose.
The alarm and monitoring system should, at a minimum, monitor the status of each
translator (within the translator manufacturer’s limitations), room temperature, electrical
outages, and generator status. A more sophisticated system would included a door open
alarm, security camera and fuel gauge.
Some of the leading companies who furnish such systems are Audemat, Transcom, Crystal
Computer Corp., Moseley, and ILC. Each system requires integration with the equipment
at the site, so the project is non-trivial.
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7.12 Project Schedule and Cost Estimates. The following improvement projects should be
accomplished in following priority order:
7.12.1 Structural Studies. Conduct the structural studies listed in 7.2 and consolidate
towers at the affected sites in accordance with the results of the studies. Start 11/1/06.
Complete 2/28/07. Estimated cost: $12,500.
7.12.2 Crown Tower. Acquire and install the Crown replacement tower in accordance
with the plan already submitted under separate cover. Start 8/1/06. Complete 7/31/07.
Estimated cost: $120,000.
7.12.2 Site Improvements - Construction Tasks. A tower crew should be mobilized to
perform the following tasks described above: tower maintenance, grounding, concrete
barriers at Sunlight, weatherproofing connectors and cable testing. Perform these tasks by
site, in the following priority order:
Sunlight
Upper Red
Thomasville
Elephant
Williams
Lower Red
Jack Rabbit
Ajax
Crown is not included in this list because these tasks will be done as part of the replacement
tower construction project.
Start 6/1/07. Complete 8/1/07. Estimated cost: $92,500. Includes consulting engineer
time to assist with collection and analysis of cable measurements.
7.12.3 HVAC. Install new HVAC systems at the following sites in priority order:
Sunlight
Thomasville
Lower Red
Elephant
Williams
Upper Red
Ajax
Jack Rabbit
Start 7/1/07. Complete 9/1/07. Estimated cost: $25,000.
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7.12.4 Co-Site Interference & System Optimization. These tasks will involve the
consulting engineer (Pericle) and the maintenance contractor (PATTS). For the most
part, these tasks can be done concurrently with construction-related tasks. Start 5/1/07.
Complete 9/30/07. Estimated cost: $37,500.
7.12.5 Power Study for Upper Red. Conduct a study to determine the technical
feasibility and cost to install prime electrical power at Upper Red to replace the existing
solar system. Investigate the possibility of cost sharing with other users on this site. Start
12/1/06. Complete 4/30/07. Estimated cost: $3,500 (study only).
7.12.6 Remote Monitoring & Alarm System. Specification and product research can
begin in the fall of 2007. System can be acquired, installed and tested in 12 months, with
installation to occur in the summer of 2008. Start 10/1/07. Complete 9/30/08. Estimated
cost: $65,000.
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10.0 Acronyms
AC
ASR
ATV
AWG
CDMA
DAB
DAQ
DTR
DTV
EDACS
EDGE
ESMR
FCC
FDR
FM
GHz
GPRS
GPS
GSM
HDTV
HVAC
IBOC
iDEN
IM
ITFS
MHz
MMDS
MTS
PATTS
PCS
RF
SMR
TDMA
TIA/EIA
TV
3G
WiFi
WiMax
WMS
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Alternating Current
Antenna Structure Registration
Advanced Television
American Wire Gauge
Code Division Multiple Access
Digital Audio Broadcasting
Delivered Audio Quality
Digital Trunked Radio
Digital Television
Enhanced Digital Access Control System
A high speed data service offered on GSM networks
Enhanced Specialized Mobile Radio
Federal Communications Commission
Frequency Domain Reflectometer
Frequency Modulation
Gigahertz (109 cycles per second)
Wireless data service on GSM networks; will be replaced by EDGE
Global Positioning System
Global System for Mobile Communications
High Definition Television
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
In Band On Channel (the accepted DAB standard for the U.S.)
Proprietary Motorola airlink standard used by Nextel
Intermodulation
Instructional Television Fixed Service
Megahertz (106 cycles per second)
Multichannel, Multipoint Distribution System
Minimum Technical Standards
Professional Antenna, Tower & Translator Service
Personal Communications Services
Radio Frequency
Specialized Mobile Radio
Time Division Multiple Access
Telecommunications/Electronic Industries Association
Television
Third Generation Wireless
Trade name for systems that comply with IEEE 802.11 standards
Trade name for wide area wireless internet access network, 802.16
Wireless Measurement System
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